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UNLEASH DIFFERENT
ACHIEVING SUCCESS THROUGH
DISABILITY
RICH DONOVAN
If you discovered a new market comprising 53 percent
of the world’s population, would you act to invest in it?
There are 1.3 billion people around the world who identify as having a
disability. When you include friends and family, the disability market
touches 53 percent of all consumers. It is the world’s largest emerging
market.
Unleash Different illustrates how companies like Google, PepsiCo,
and Nordstrom are attracting people with disabilities as customers
and as employees. Replacing “nice to do” with “return on investment”
allows market forces to take over and the world’s leading brands to
do what they do best: serve a market segment — in this case, the
disability market.
Business managers will come to understand:
• how taking a charity-oriented approach to people with
disabilities has failed,
• what action is required to capitalize on the world’s biggest
emerging market, and
• how their organizations can grow revenue and cut costs by
attracting people with disabilities as customers and talent.
Rich gives the reader a peek into how he rose from a Canadian
school for “crippled children” to manage $6 billion for one of Wall
Street’s leading ﬁrms. He makes it easy to relate to the business goal
of serving disability — because he has actually done it.
RICH DONOVAN is Founder/CEO of The Return on Disability Group and is an

ISBN 978-1-77041-448-8
6 X 9", 260pp, cloth
$34.95 CDN / $28.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

•

• Together with friends and family, People with
Disability control over $8 trillion in annual
disposable income globally (excluding Asia).
•

According to the U.S. Census, 51.8% of those
over age 65 have a disability.

•

Only 24% of large publicly traded companies
in North America indicate an interest in this
PDUNHW)RXUSHUFHQWRIWKHVHðUPVEDFN
XSWKDWLQWHUHVWZLWKHσRUWWKDWLVPDWHULDOWR
shareholder value.

expert on the convergence of disability and corporate proﬁtability. He has been
named one of the Top 50 Most Inﬂuential People with Disabilities in the world, and
holds an MBA from Columbia Business School. Rich lives in Toronto, and is an
avid sailor and proud parent of his son, Maverick, along with his wife, Jenn. Rich
also happens to have cerebral palsy.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
Resilience
Navigating Life, Loss and the Road to Success
Lisa Lisson
978-1-77041-398-6, cloth
$29.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.

56.7 million Americans self-identify as a person
with disability (18.7%), 1.3 billion people globally
carry an identity of People with Disability.

1
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DEATH OF THE TERRITORIES
EXPANSION, BETRAYAL AND THE WAR
THAT CHANGED PRO WRESTLING
FOREVER
TIM HORNBAKER
How Vince McMahon raided the NWA, created
WrestleManiaDQGUHGHðQHGSURIHVVLRQDOZUHVWOLQJ
for good

ISBN 978-1-77041-384-9
6 X 9", 280pp, paper
16 photos in section
$23.95 CDN / $19.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

•

Features in-depth information about the
wrestling boom of the 1980s.

•

Describes the growth of Vince McMahon’s
WWE into the powerhouse it is today.

•

First-ever detailed look at the death of the
fabled wrestling territories.

•

2σHUVDQH[FLWLQJORRNDWWKHKLJKVDQGORZV
of wrestling during a time of transition.

ALSO BY TIM HORNBAKER
Capitol Revolution
The Rise of the McMahon Wrestling Empire
978-1-77041-124-1, paper
$19.95 CDN / U.S.

For decades, distinct professional wrestling territories thrived
across North America. Each regionally based promotion operated
individually and offered a brand of localized wrestling that greatly
appealed to area fans. Promoters routinely coordinated with
associates in surrounding regions, and the cooperation displayed
by members of the National Wrestling Alliance made it easy for
wrestlers to traverse the landscape with the utmost freedom.
Dozens of territories ﬂourished between the 1950s and late ’70s.
But by the early 1980s, the growth of cable television had put new
outside pressures on promoters. An enterprising third-generation
entrepreneur who believed cable was his opportunity to take his
promotion national soon capitalized on the situation.
A host of novel ideas and the will to take chances gave Vincent
Kennedy McMahon an incredible advantage. McMahon waged war
on the territories and raided the NWA and AWA of their top talent.
By creating WrestleMania, jumping into the pay-per-view ﬁeld, and
expanding across North America, McMahon changed professional
wrestling forever.
Providing never-before-revealed information, Death of the
Territories is a must-read for fans yearning to understand how
McMahon outlasted his rivals and established the industry’s ﬁrst
national promotion. At the same time, it offers a comprehensive
look at the promoters who opposed McMahon, focusing on their
noteworthy power plays and embarrassing mistakes.
TIM HORNBAKER is the author of eight nonﬁction books, including National
Wrestling Alliance: The Untold Story of the Monopoly that Strangled Pro Wrestling
and Capitol Revolution: The Rise of the McMahon Wrestling Empire. His biography
Turning the Black Sox White was nominated for SABR’s Larry Ritter Award and the
Seymour Medal in 2015. He lives in Tamarac, FL, with his wife, Jodi.
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CREATING THE MANIA
AN INSIDE LOOK AT HOW
WRESTLEMANIA COMES TO LIFE
JON ROBINSON
A behind-the-scenes look at the biggest sportsentertainment show of the year with unprecedented
access to talent, and true stories from the creative
team behind the matches
Creating the Mania takes fans backstage with an all-access pass to
the behind-the-scenes stories of WrestleMania 34, which is set to take
place in April 2018. Follow the yearlong life cycle of WWE’s biggest
event, from how the storylines were developed to how the host city
was selected, from the logistics and planning behind hosting over
70,000 members of the WWE Universe to the rivalries and matches
playing out inside the ring, in a book that chronicles the events
leading up to the “Showcase of the Immortals.”
This journey includes exclusive interviews with top Superstars,
including Roman Reigns, Seth Rollins, Braun Strowman, Charlotte
Flair, Sasha Banks, Kevin Owens, The Miz, and “Phenomenal” A.J.
Styles, breaking down their year leading up to ’Mania and the highs
and lows that go along with being a WWE Superstar — pushing
their hardest, all with the same goal in mind . . . to main event
WrestleMania.

ISBN 978-1-77041-450-1
6 X 9", 320pp, cloth
60 photographs, b&w
$29.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.
AUGUST 2018

•

JON ROBINSON is an award-winning author of seven books, including The
Ultimate Warrior: A Life Lived Forever, NXT: The Future Is Now, and WWE: The
Attitude Era. His work has appeared in ESPN The Magazine, IGN, and Sports
Illustrated. He still takes pride in beating The Rock in Madden and giving the
real Stone Cold a Stunner to take the 1-2-3 in a WWE video game. Jon lives in
Millbrae, CA.

• The WWE will be very involved in the promotion
of Creating the Mania with on-air support
during, as well as mentions across their various
social channels.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
NXT
The Future Is Now
Jon Robinson
978-1-77041-325-2, cloth
$32.95 CDN / $27.95 U.S.

WrestleMania 32, in 2016, surpassed
WrestleMania III as the highest-attended
sports-entertainment event ever held in
America, with more than 100,000 fans
in attendance at AT&T Stadium.

Accepted
How the First Gay Superstar Changed WWE
Pat Patterson with Bertrand Hébert
978-1-77041-293-4, cloth
$27.95 CDN / $25.95 U.S.
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STAT SHOT: A FAN’S GUIDE
TO HOCKEY ANALYTICS
ROB VOLLMAN
Rob Vollman gives an engaging and absorbing view
into an otherwise cut-and-dried subject

ISBN 978-1-77041-412-9
6 X 9", 352pp, paper
25 b&w illustrations throughout
$23.95 CDN / $19.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

• There is a large market for books about
statistics in sports that is largely untapped.
•

Vollman regularly appears on radio stations
across North America, and both speaks at and
attends numerous conferences every year.

With every passing season, statistical analysis is playing an everincreasing role in how hockey is played and covered. Knowledge
of the underlying numbers can help fans stretch their enjoyment of
the game. Acting as an invaluable supplement to traditional analysis,
A Fan’s Guide to Hockey Analytics can be used to test the validity of
conventional wisdom and to gain insight into what teams are doing
behind the scenes — or maybe what they should be doing!
Inspired by Bill James’s Baseball Abstract, Rob Vollman has written
a timeless reference of the mainstream applications and limitations of
hockey analytics. With over 300 pages of fresh analysis, it includes a
guide to the basics, how to place stats into context, how to translate
data from one league to another, the most comprehensive glossary
of hockey statistics, and more. Whether A Fan’s Guide to Hockey
Analytics is used as a primer for today’s new statistics, as a reference for
leading edge research and hard-to-ﬁnd statistical data, or read for its
passionate and engaging storytelling, it belongs on every serious fan’s
bookshelf. A Fan’s Guide to Hockey Analytics makes advanced stats
simple, practical, and fun.
A former member of the Professional Hockey Writers Association, ROB
VOLLMAN was ﬁrst published in the Fall 2001 issue of the Hockey Research
Journal. He has since co-authored all six Hockey Prospectus books, two McKeen’s
magazines, and has authored four books in his own Bill James–inspired Hockey

•

•

Rob Vollman has written over 900 articles for
the NHL, ESPN Insider, Hockey Prospectus,
Bleacher Report, the Nations Network, Arctic
Ice Hockey, and the Dobbler Sports Network.
He has been featured on Hockey Night in
Canada radio, Sportsnet Hockey Central, TSN’s
That’s Hockey, ESPN’s Sportscenter Hockey
Today, CBC Radio, and Wharton Business
Radio.
Visit Rob’s site at www.hockeyabstract.com.

Abstract series, including the highly popular 2016 book, Stat Shot. Rob is one of the
ﬁeld’s most trusted and entertaining voices, and he has helped bring what was once
a niche hobby into the mainstream. He lives in Calgary, AB.

ALSO BY ROB VOLLMAN
Hockey Abstract
Presents... Stat Shot
The Ultimate Guide to Hockey Analytics
Rob Vollman with Tom Awad and Iain Fyffe
978-1-77041-309-2, paper
$22.95 CDN / $19.95 U.S.
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HOCKEY CARD STORIES 2
59 MORE TRUE TALES FROM
YOUR FAVOURITE PLAYERS
KEN REID
Hockey Card Stories 2LVðOOHGZLWKPRUHRI\RXU
favorite players telling your new favorite stories
A follow-up to the 2014 national bestseller Hockey Card Stories, Ken
Reid’s new offering presents 59 more stories about your favorite
hockey cards from the players themselves. Hockey Card Stories 2 will
take you all the way back to the 1960s and right up to the Hockey
Card Boom of the 1990s. How did Eric Lindros handle being at the
center of the 1990s rookie-card craze? Ever wonder why one tough
guy’s Upper Deck card looks more like a High School yearbook
picture than a sports card? Of course, once again, there are glorious
mullets, errors, and broken noses. There’s even the story of how a
rhinoceros and a Hall of Famer ended up on a card together. And
as a special bonus, Ken Reid reveals the story behind the chase for
his greatest hockey card.
KEN REID is co-host of the prime-time edition of Sportsnet Central. He is
also the author of three previous books — the national bestsellers Hockey

ISBN 978-1-77041-350-4
6.25 X 8.75", 268pp, paper
60 images throughout
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

•

Ken Reid is the co-anchor of the prime-time
edition of Sportsnet Central.

•

5HLGKDVDQDFWLYHDQGLQñXHQWLDOWZLWWHU
account with over 15K followers @SNKenReid.

Card Stories and One Night Only, and Dennis Maruk: The Unforgettable Story of
Hockey’s Forgotten 60-Goal Man. A small-town boy from Pictou, Nova Scotia, he
currently lives in Toronto with his wife and two sons.

• The perfect gift for hockey enthusiast and
collectors of hockey memorabilia.

ALSO BY KEN REID
Hockey Card Stories
True Tales from Your
Favourite Players
978-1-77041-197-5, paper
$19.95 CDN / U.S.

One Night Only
Conversations with the NHL’s
One-Game Wonders
978-1-77041-297-2, paper
$19.95 CDN/ $17.95 U.S.
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HOME ICE
REFLECTIONS OF A RELUCTANT
HOCKEY MOM
ANGIE ABDOU
The author of the Canada Reads–nominated The
Bone Cage tackles the ups and downs of amateur
hockey, from a mother’s point of view

ISBN 978-1-77041-445-7
5.5 X 8.5", 260pp, paper
$22.95 CDN / $19.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

•

Abdou tackles the new philosophy and
growing awareness that focusing on tiering
and elite performance in young athletes has a
GHWULPHQWDOHσHFWQRWRQO\RQWKHFKLOGUHQEXW
also on the country’s eventual output of elite
adult athletes.

Over 570,000 people are registered in Hockey Canada and over
600,000 in Hockey USA. It’s a national obsession. But what does
that really mean when your child wants to play on a team? As a
former varsity athlete and university instructor teaching sport
literature, novelist Angie Abdou is no stranger to sport obsession,
but she ﬁnds herself conﬂicted when faced with the reality of the
struggles, joys, and strains of having a child in amateur hockey. In
Home Ice, with equal parts humour and anguish, Abdou charts a full
season of life as an Atom-level hockey mom, from summer hockey
camp to the end-of-season tournament. Her revealing stories and
careful research on issues such as cost, gender bias, concussion, and
family pressures offer a compellingly honest and complex insider’s
view of parenting today’s young athlete in a competitive and highpressure culture.
ANGIE ABDOU is the author of ﬁve novels, including, most recently, In Case
I Go, a ﬁnalist in the ﬁction category of the Banff Mountain Book Award, as well
as named a best book of 2017 on lists by CBC Books and Rogers Writers’ Trust.
The Bone Cage was a CBC Canada Reads ﬁnalist, defended by NHL star Georges
Laraque, and was awarded the 2011–12 MacEwan Book of the Year shortly after.

•

Home IceH[SORUHVWKHGLτFXOWG\QDPLFRI
increasingly busy lives and the added demands
of youth sport amidst a growing interest in life
balance.

Her novel Between was named a Best of 2014 book by PRISM Magazine, 49th
Shelf, and The Vancouver Sun. Angie is Associate Professor of Creative Writing at
Athabasca University.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
Too Close to the Falls
A Memoir
Catherine Gildiner
978-1-55022-396-5, paper
$18.95 CDN
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CAP IN HAND
HOW SALARY CAPS ARE KILLING PRO
SPORTS AND WHY THE FREE MARKET
COULD SAVE THEM
BRUCE DOWBIGGIN
with RYAN GAUTHIER
An exploration into what professional sports could
be if North America adopted the European model of
a free market
Iconic baseball writer Bill James, in 1987, frustrated with MLB’s labor
stoppages and the decline of the minor leagues, wrote that the minors
“were an abomination . . . if you’re selling a sport and the players
don’t care about winning, that’s not a sport. That’s a fraud . . . an
exhibition masquerading as a contest.” Bill imagined a better model
and proposed that, as opposed to limiting the number of teams in
MLB to protect parity, a free market was capable of sustaining many
more franchises — hundreds, even — if we would just allow it to sort
out the level at which those cities might best compete.
Cap in Hand goes a step further, arguing that a free market in
sports teams and athletes once existed and could work again if the
monopolists of MLB, NFL, NBA, and NHL would simply relent
from salary-restraint schemes and reserve-clause models that result
in elite talent being spread as thinly as possible and mediocrity being
rewarded via amateur drafts and equalization payments.
Cap in Hand asks: what if the four major North American pro
sports move beyond the restrictive covenants of the franchise model?
The product sold to fans today is a pale copy of what it might be
if the market could guide the best players to the best teams, whose
ingenuity and innovation would inspire everyone to do better and put
on a better show.
BRUCE DOWBIGGIN’s performing career has included successful stints

ISBN 978-1-77041-393-1
6 X 9", 260pp, cloth
$32.95 CDN / $26.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

•

Bruce Dowbiggin is active on Twitter
@dowbboy and has a podcast called The
Full Count on his website, Not The Public
Broadcaster.

• This book started as a look into the most
important sports contracts ever and morphed
LQWRDQH[DPLQDWLRQRIKRZWKH\ðWLQWRDVDODU\
cap system.
•

Salary/contract negotiations and Draft
Night coverage have become another highly
discussed and watched event among sports
enthusiasts.

in television, radio, theatre, and print. A two-time winner of the Gemini Award as
Canada’s top television sports broadcaster for his work with CBC-TV, he’s also a
two-time winner of the Gemini for Canada’s top sportscaster. He’s the publisher of
NotThePublicBroadcaster.com and the host of The Full Count. His books include
Money Players (ﬁnalist for the 2004 National Business Book Award), The Defence
Never Rests, and The Stick. Bruce lives in Calgary, AB.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
Ticket Masters
The Rise of the Concert Industry and
How the Public Got Scalped
Dean Budnick and Josh Baron
978-1-55022-949-3, cloth
$26.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.
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BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
MY LIFE IN THE JEFF HEALEY BAND
TOM STEPHEN
with KEITH ELLIOT GREENBERG

$QH[SORUDWLRQLQWRWKHFRPSOLFDWHGEULOOLDQFHRI-Hσ
Healey from the authentic and intimate perspective
of the band’s drummer and manager, Tom Stephen

ISBN 978-1-77041-451-8
6 X 9", 280pp, paper
$18.95 CDN / $15.95 U.S.
NOVEMBER 2018

• 7KH-Hσ+HDOH\%DQGSOD\HGWKHKRXVHEDQGLQ
the Patrick Swayze movie Roadhouse.
• They toured extensively in North America and
are best known for their hit song “Angel Eyes.”
• Tom Stephen doesn’t hold back detailing the
GLτFXOWLHVDQGFRQWURYHUVLHVWKHEDQGIDFHG

For 15 years, Tom Stephen had the unique distinction of being both
drummer and manager of the Jeff Healey Band. The dual role was
fraught with conﬂicts of interest. One minute, he was leading the
debauched life of a rock musician; the next, he was disciplining the
band for the havoc they caused.
But few knew or understood Jeff Healey — a national icon
and one of the world’s best blues guitarists — better. Funny and
loyal, with a luminous mind and staggering talent, Healey was
also provincial, stubborn, obnoxious, and antagonistic. This book
explores both sides with honesty, clarity, and humor and reveals what
life for the band was really like: Jeff challenging ZZ Top to a bowling
competition — and winning; Bill Clinton inviting the band to the
White House; and enjoying a special audience with Queen Elizabeth
II. To say nothing of the legendary guitarist’s interactions with Bob
Dylan, George Harrison, Keith Richards, and more . . .
Tom Stephen was there for it all. He believes that young fans
deserve to experience Healey’s brilliance — to understand the
complicated man behind those timeless sounds. Best Seat in the
House offers an authentic perspective that fans won’t ﬁnd elsewhere.
TOM STEPHEN continues to work in artist management, dividing his time
between Toronto, Los Angeles, and Jamaica. KEITH ELLIOT GREENBERG
is a New York Times bestselling author and television producer who’s written for
Maxim, Playboy, the New York Observer, Village Voice, and USA Today, among
others. His credits include the autobiographies of pro wrestling icons Ric Flair and
Superstar Billy Graham, as well as December 8, 1980: The Day John Lennon Died.
He is a lifetime New Yorker.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

You Should Be
Dancing
My Life with the Bee Gees
Dennis Bryon
978-1-77041-242-2, paper
$21.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.

Van Halen Rising
How a Southern California
Backyard Party Band
Saved Heavy Metal
Greg Renoff
978-1-77041-263-7, paper
$21.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.

Bon: The Last
Highway
The Untold Story of Bon Scott
and AC/DC’s Back In Black
Jesse Fink
978-1-77041-409-9, paper
$22.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.
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NOBODY CARES
ANNE T. DONAHUE
Just a girl, standing in front of a reader, reminding
them they aren’t alone
“The internet’s best friend.” — Flare
From the author of the popular newsletter That’s What She
Said, Nobody Cares is a frank, funny personal essay collection about
work, failure, feminism, and the messy business of being alive in
your 20s and 30s.
As she shares her hard-won insights from screwing up, growing
up, and trying to ﬁnd her own path, Anne T. Donahue’s debut book
offers all the honesty, laughs, and reassurance of a late-night phone
call with your best friend. Whether she’s giving a signature pep
talk, railing against summer, or describing her own mental health
struggles, Anne reminds us that failure is normal, saying no to things
is liberating, and that we’re all a bunch of beautiful disasters — and
she wouldn’t have it any other way.
ISBN 978-1-77041-423-5
5.5 X 8.5", 240pp, paper
$21.00 CDN / $17.00 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

ANNE T. DONAHUE is a writer and person from Cambridge, Ontario.
Her work has appeared in publications and websites such as Esquire, Marie
Claire, Cosmopolitan, Playboy, Nylon, Flare, and Rookie. She is the host of the
podcast Nobody Cares (Except for Me), and she appears weekly as a culture

•

Other essay topics include alcoholism, religion,
fashion, friendship, anxiety, death, and
hometowns.

•

$QQHLVLQñXHQWLDODQGYHULðHGRQ7ZLWWHUZLWK
46K followers.

•

A Flare #HowIMadeIt honoree in 2017.

•

Hosts a new podcast on the eOne network
called Nobody Cares (Except for Me).

•

$QQH7'RQDKXHLVDSUROLðFFRQWULEXWRURQ
numerous outlets such as: Esquire, Marie
Claire, Cosmopolitan, Playboy, Nylon, Flare,
and Rookie, and she appears weekly as a
culture columnist on CBC’s q.

contributor on CBC’s q. You can absolutely ﬁnd her on Twitter and Instagram at
@annetdonahue, baking or screaming into the night.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
Careergasm
Find Your Way to
Feel-Good Work
Sarah Vermunt
978-1-77041-371-9, paper
$18.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.

A Brief History of
Oversharing
One Ginger’s Anthology
of Humiliation
Shawn Hitchins
978-1-77041-326-9, paper
$19.95 CDN/ $14.95 U.S.
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ICE DIARIES
AN ANTARCTIC MEMOIR
JEAN M C NEIL
Now in paperback
Winner of the Banff Mountain Book Festival Grand Prize and one
of the Guardian’s Best Books of 2016.

ISBN 978-1-77041-446-4
5.5 X 8.5", 384pp, paper
20 b&w photos
$21.95 CDN / $17.95 U.S.
NOVEMBER 2018

•

Describes McNeil’s four-month-long writer’s
residency with the British Antarctic Survey, as
well as subsequent residencies in the Falkland
Islands and the Svalbard archipelago, and
travels in Greenland, Iceland, and Norway.

•

In the last 20 years, both political treaties and
scare stories have failed to mobilize political
and personal action to prevent climate change.
There has been much renewed interest in
climate change in bestselling books like This
Changes Everything by Naomi Klein.

Drawn to understand what we might lose in a world without ice,
acclaimed novelist and short-story writer Jean McNeil spent four
months on the world’s most enigmatic continent — Antarctica. In
the spirit of the diaries of Antarctic explorers Robert Falcon Scott
and Ernest Shackleton, McNeil brings the austere beauty and
the constant danger of the continent to life. Weaving science and
narrative to examine the history of our fascination with ice, McNeil
draws vivid portraits of the people who are drawn to this unforgiving
continent and the importance of the research conducted in the
world’s icy places. Her descriptions of the ships and bases, those
thin membranes against the elements, are unforgettable.
Here, at the bottom of the world, the cold pulls at memory, and
McNeil unexpectedly ﬁnds herself confronting her own Maritime
upbringing, a harrowing childhood she thought she had left behind.
Instead, she is brought face to face with the lifelong effects of growing
up in a cold place and how the climates of childhood frame our
emotional thermodynamics for life.
Ice Diaries is a rare glimpse at an elusive continent and a haunting
story of the relationship between beauty and terror, loss and
abandonment, transformation and triumph.
JEAN McNEIL is the author of 13 books including ﬁve novels and a collection
of short ﬁction. Her work has been shortlisted for the Governor General’s Award
for Fiction and the Journey Prize, and she has won the Prism International prize
for short ﬁction and narrative nonﬁction. Her novel The Dhow House (2017) is also
published by ECW; her most recent novel, Fire on the Mountain, was published in
2018. She teaches at the University of East Anglia and lives in London, England.

ALSO BY JEAN McNEIL
The Dhow House
978-1-77041-349-8, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
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18 MILES
THE EPIC DRAMA OF OUR
ATMOSPHERE AND ITS WEATHER
CHRISTOPHER DEWDNEY
From the bestselling author of Acquainted with the
Night comes a brilliant and witty look at our favorite
topic — weather
We live at the bottom of an ocean of air — 5,200 million million
tons, to be exact. It sounds like a lot, but Earth’s atmosphere is
smeared onto its surface in an alarmingly thin layer — 99 percent
contained within 18 miles. Yet, within this fragile margin lies a
magniﬁcent realm — at once gorgeous, terrifying, capricious, and
elusive. With his keen eye for identifying and uniting seemingly
unrelated events, Chris Dewdney reveals to us the invisible rivers
in the sky that affect how our weather works and the structure of
clouds and storms and seasons, the rollercoaster of climate. Dewdney
details the history of weather forecasting and introduces us to the
eccentric and determined pioneers of science and observation whose
efforts gave us the understanding of weather we have today.
18 Miles is a kaleidoscopic and fact-ﬁlled journey that uncovers
our obsession with the atmosphere and weather — as both evocative
metaphor and physical reality. From the roaring winds of Katrina to
Palladio’s architectural triumph, La Rotonda, Dewdney entertains
as he gives readers a long overdue look at the very air we breathe.
CHRISTOPHER DEWDNEY is the award-winning, bestselling author of

ISBN 978-1-77041-346-7
5.5 X 8.5", 320pp, paper
15 line drawings
$21.95 CDN / $17.95 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

•

Environmental issues and concerns are on
the rise both literally and within the political
landscape.

•

Not only a natural and cultural history of the
atmosphere and what goes on there, but also a
fascinating excursion into weather and climate.

four books of nonﬁction and eleven books of poetry. A four-time nominee for the
Governor General’s Award, he won the CBC Literary Competition for poetry and
has been awarded the Harbourfront Festival Prize. Christopher lives in Toronto,
where he teaches writing at York University.

• 18 Miles weaves personal anecdotes and
experience into the science of weather, and
brings to life the historical personalities that
advanced our understanding of the atmosphere.
•

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
Boiling Point
Government Neglect,
Corporate Abuse, and
Canada’s Water Crisis
Maude Barlow
978-1-77041-355-9, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

The Optimistic
Environmentalist
Progressing Towards a
Greener Future
David R. Boyd
978-1-77041-238-5, paper
$19.95 CDN/ $17.95 U.S.

Christopher Dewdney is a lifelong amateur
weather enthusiast and storm chaser with a gift
for storytelling.
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NO GOOD ASKING
A NOVEL
FRAN KIMMEL
A profoundly moving exploration of our capacity to
heal one another

ISBN 978-1-77041-438-9
5 X 8.5", 300pp, paper
$19.00 CDN / $16.00 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

Ellie and Eric Nyland have moved with their two sons back to
Eric’s childhood farmhouse, hoping for a fresh start. But there’s no
denying it, their family is falling apart, each one of them isolated by
private sorrows, stresses, and missed signals. With every passing day,
Ellie’s hopes are buried deeper in the harsh winter snows.
When Eric ﬁnds Hannah Finch, the girl across the road,
wandering alone in the bitter cold, his rusty police instincts kick in,
and he soon discovers there are bad things happening in the girl’s
house. With nowhere else to send her, the Nylands reluctantly agree
to let Hannah stay with them until she can ﬁnd a new home after
the Christmas holidays. But Hannah proves to be more balm than
burden, and the Nylands discover that the only thing harder than
taking Hannah in may be letting her go.
FRAN KIMMEL is the author of The Shore Girl, which was named a CBC
Top-40 Book and won the Alberta Readers’ Choice Award in 2013. Fran’s short

•

An ultimately uplifting and touching read that
features themes of family and healing.

•

Set during the holidays, No Good Asking makes
a great winter read or gift.

•

For readers of Anne Tyler, Marina Endicott, and
Emma Donoghue.

stories have appeared in literary journals from coast to coast and have twice
been selected for The Journey Prize Stories anthology. Born and raised in Calgary,
Fran now writes and teaches in Lacombe, AB.

• “Kimmel’s debut will appeal to those who are
drawn to dark, gritty family dramas, rife with
vulnerable characters in turmoil.” — Quill &
Quire on The Shore Girl

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
The Clay Girl
Heather Tucker
978-1-77041-303-0, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

The Conjoined
Jen Sookfong Lee
978-1-77041-284-2, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
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REFUGE
A NOVEL
MERILYN SIMONDS

7RZKRPGRZHRσHUUHIXJHċDQGZK\"
After a life that rubbed up against the century’s great events in New
York City, Mexico, and Montreal, 96-year-old Cassandra MacCallum
is surviving well enough, alone on her island, when a young Burmese
woman contacts her, claiming to be kin. Curiosity, loneliness, and
a slender ﬁlament of hope prompts the old woman to accept a visit.
But Nang’s story of torture and ﬂight provokes memories in Cass
that peel back, layer by layer, the events that brought her to this
moment — and forces her, against her will, to confront the tragedy
she has refused for half a century. Could her son really be Nang’s
grandfather? What does she owe this girl, who claims to be stateless
because of her MacCallum blood? Drawn, despite herself, into
Nang’s search for refuge, Cass struggles to accept the past and ﬁnd
a way into whatever future remains to her.
ISBN 978-1-77041-418-1
5 X 8.5", 360pp, paper
$19.00 CDN / $16.00 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

MERILYN SIMONDS is the author of 17 books, including Gutenberg’s
Fingerprint, a 2017 Globe Best Book, The Holding, a New York Times Book
Review Editors’ Choice, and the Canadian classic work of creative nonﬁction, The
Convict Lover, a ﬁnalist for the Governor General’s Award. Her work has been

•

Refuge is told not from the point of view of the
refugee, but from the perspective of a woman
who is asked to give refuge.

•

Features themes of asylum, statelessness and
citizenship, family, and the human capacity for
change.

•

Find Merilyn online @MerilynSimonds and at
merilynsimonds.com.

anthologized and published internationally. In 2017, Project Bookmark Canada
unveiled a plaque to honor the place of The Convict Lover in Canada’s literary
landscape. She grew up in South America and now divides her time between
Kingston, Ontario, and Mexico.

ALSO BY MERILYN SIMONDS
The Convict Lover
A True Story
978-1-77041-447-1, paper
$22.95 CDN / $19.95 U.S.

Gutenberg’s
Fingerprint
Paper, Pixels and the Lasting
Impression of Books
978-1-77041-352-8, cloth
$29.95 CDN / $24.95 U.S.
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NO QUARTER
A NOVEL
JOHN JANTUNEN

$VIDFWDQGðFWLRQEHFRPHHQWZLQHG'HDFRQ5LLV
must discover the truth amid police corruption and a
tormented past

ISBN 978-1-77041-205-7
5.5 X 8.5", 360pp, paper
$19.00 CDN / $16.00 U.S.
NOVEMBER 2018

•

No QuarterLVWKHðUVWLQDVHULHV

•

For readers of Thomas Pynchon, Roberto
Bolano, and Cormac McCarthy.

In this blistering new novel from visionary author John Jantunen,
three young men with a history of violence are on a collision course
set against the idyllic backdrop of northern Ontario’s cottage country.
Rene Descartes, a recently released ex-con, is living in a ramshackle
trailer only a short distance from Hidden Cove, a secluded paradise
where the country’s rich and famous relax in opulent gated summer
retreats. A savage attack against Rene by the son of the fourth richest
man in the country spurns a brutal act of revenge that will ignite this
paradise into a ﬁery vision of hell on earth. As the ﬂames threaten
to engulf both rich and poor alike, only Deacon Riis, a small-town
reporter haunted by his own past, suspects it wasn’t Rene who set
Hidden Cove ablaze but someone with a far more sinister agenda:
to write into life the apocalyptic world imagined by the late George
Cleary, a local novelist who was convinced that the end of times is
now.
JOHN JANTUNEN lives with his wife and two sons in Capreol, Ontario. His

• John Jantunen’s writing style and format is
reminiscent of work by Emily St. John Mandel
and David Mitchell.

debut novel, Cipher, was shortlisted for the Kobo Emerging Writer Prize while his
second, A Desolate Splendor, was also an apocalyptic thriller. No Quarter is his
third book.

• John Jantunen uses an exploded narrative
to create an existential thriller that pushes
the boundaries of genre, crafting a novel that
is passionately political and electrifyingly
readable.
ALSO BY JOHN JANTUNEN
Cipher
A Mystery
978-1-77041-200-2, paper
$17.95 CDN/U.S.

A Desolate Splendor
A Novel
978-1-77041-204-0, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
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MOON OF THE CRUSTED
SNOW
A NOVEL
WAUBGESHIG RICE
A daring post-apocalyptic novel from a powerful
rising literary voice
With winter looming, a small northern Anishinaabe community
goes dark. Cut off, people become passive and confused. Panic
builds as the food supply dwindles. While the band council and
a pocket of community members struggle to maintain order, an
unexpected visitor arrives, escaping the crumbling society to the
south. Soon after, others follow.
The community leadership loses its grip on power as the visitors
manipulate the tired and hungry to take control of the reserve.
Tensions rise and, as the months pass, so does the death toll due to
sickness and despair. Frustrated by the building chaos, a group of
young friends and their families turn to the land and Anishinaabe
tradition in hopes of helping their community thrive again. Guided
through the chaos by an unlikely leader named Evan Whitesky, they
endeavor to restore order while grappling with a grave decision.
Blending action and allegory, Moon of the Crusted Snow upends
our expectations. Out of catastrophe comes resilience. And as one
society collapses, another is reborn.
WAUBGESHIG RICE is an author and journalist originally from Wasauksing

ISBN 978-1-77041-400-6
5.5 X 8.5", 324pp, paper
$17.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

•

A post-apocalyptic novel set in Northern
Ontario centering on a First Nation community
of Anishinaabe.

•

:DXEJHVKLJ5LFHLVDKLJKSURðOH&%&
MRXUQDOLVWLQñXHQWLDORQ7ZLWWHUZLWK.
followers (@waub).

•

Examines the ongoing impacts of settler
colonialism on Indigenous communities.

First Nation. His ﬁrst short story collection, Midnight Sweatlodge, was inspired
by his experiences growing up in an Anishinaabe community, and won an
Independent Publishers Book Award in 2012. His debut novel, Legacy, followed
in 2014. He currently works as a multi-platform journalist for CBC in Sudbury. In
2014, he received the Anishinabek Nation’s Debwewin Citation for excellence in
First Nation Storytelling. Waubgeshig now splits his time between Sudbury and
Wasauksing.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
The Bewdley Mayhem
Hellmouths of Bewdley, Pontypool
Changes Everything, Caesarea
Tony Burgess
978-1-77041-216-3, paper
$19.95 CDN/U.S.
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Ì THE COLLINS-BURKE MYSTERY SERIES Ì

Sign of the Cross

Obit

Barrington Street Blues

Cecilian Vespers

A Mystery

A Mystery

A Mystery

A Mystery

ANNE EMERY

ANNE EMERY

ANNE EMERY

ANNE EMERY

978-1-55022-819-9
6 x 9", 344pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-55022-905-9
6 x 9", 344pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-55022-906-6
6 x 9", 352pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-023-7
6 x 9", 320pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

Children in the Morning

Death at Christy Burke’s

Blood on a Saint

Ruined Abbey

A Mystery

A Mystery

A Mystery

A Mystery

ANNE EMERY

ANNE EMERY

ANNE EMERY

ANNE EMERY

978-1-77041-045-9
6 x 9", 320pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-045-9
6 x 9", 344pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-269-9
6 x 9", 344pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-351-1
6 x 9", 408pp, paper
$14.95 CDN/ U.S.

Lament for Bonnie
A Mystery
ANNE EMERY
978-1-77041-454-9
6 x 9", 344pp, paper
$17.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.

“Emery’s series set in Halifax in the 1990s is as intelligent as it is entertaining,
with rich interplay between series characters Father Brennan Burke and lawyer/
blues musician Monty Collins . . . The writing bustles with energy, and with smart,
wry dialogue and astute observations about crime and religion.”
— Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine
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THOUGH THE HEAVENS FALL
A COLLINS-BURKE MYSTERY
ANNE EMERY
Monty Collins and Father Brennan Burke are back
in their 10th book, where the past is never just the
past . . .
As 1995 dawns in the North of Ireland, Belfast is a city of army
patrols, bombed-out buildings, and “peace walls” segregating one
community from the other. But the IRA has called a ceaseﬁre. So, it’s
as good a time as any for Monty Collins and Father Brennan Burke
to visit the city: Monty to do a short gig in a law ﬁrm, and Brennan
to reconnect with family. And it’s a good time for Brennan’s cousin
Ronan to lay down arms and campaign for election in a future
peacetime government.
But the past is never past in Belfast, and it rises up to haunt them
all: a man goes off a bridge on a dark, lonely road; a rogue IRA
enforcer is shot; and a series of car bombs remains an unsolved crime.
The trouble is compounded by a breakdown in communication:
Brennan knows nothing about the secrets in a ﬁle on Monty’s desk.
And Monty has no idea what lies behind a late-night warning from
the IRA. With a smoking gun at the center of it all, Brennan and
Monty are on a collision course and will learn more than they
ever wanted to know about what passes for law in 1995 Belfast. An
inscription on a building south of the Irish border says it all: “Let
justice be done though the heavens fall.”
Named “one of Canada’s ﬁnest novelists” (Ottawa Review of Books), ANNE
EMERY is a lawyer and the author of the Collins-Burke mystery series. She has
won an Arthur Ellis Award, an Independent Publisher Book Awards silver medal,
and a Dartmouth Book Award. She lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Though the
Heavens Fall is her tenth novel.

ISBN 978-1-77041-386-3
6 X 9", 480pp, cloth
$29.95 CDN/ $24.95 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

• Though the Heavens FallLVVHWGXULQJFRQñLFWLQ
the north of Ireland, an ever-present reality.
•

It is book #10 in the Collins-Burke Mystery
series.

• The series has garnered starred and featured
reviews from Publishers Weekly, Booklist,
Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews, and more.
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CAPE DIAMOND
A FRANK YAKABUSKI MYSTERY
RON CORBETT
A body, a diamond, and a serial killer’s trek across
the US — Frank Yakabuski must face it all in the
highly anticipated follow-up to Ragged Lake

ISBN 978-1-77041-395-5
5.5 X 8.5", 340pp, paper
$18.00 CDN / $15.00 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

•

Book 1, Ragged Lake, was nominated for the
2018 Edgar Awards for Best Paperback Original.

•

Cape Diamond is book 2 of 3.

•

Similar in content to Jack Reacher, Corbett’s
debut series will have a wide reach to fans of
James Lee Burke, Elmore Leonard, and beyond.

Cape Diamond, the second book in the Frank Yakabuski Mystery
series, is atmospheric and action-packed. Set near the Northern
Divide — as was the ﬁrst installment, Edgar Award nominee (Best
Paperback Original), Ragged Lake — the book opens with Yakabuski
called to investigate a gruesome crime scene. A body has been left
hanging from a schoolyard fence. On closer inspection, Yak ﬁnds a
large diamond in the murder victim’s mouth.
Two criminal gangs — the Shiners and the Travellers — are
ﬁghting with each other, and Yakabuski turns to his father, a nowretired detective who has a long history with the gangs, for advice
in the interrogation. Is the conﬂict over the murder of two men?
The kidnapping of a little girl? Or, possibly, the diamond found
in Augustus Morrissey’s mouth? As if this weren’t enough for one
detective, a serial killer is taking a deadly road trip through the
United States, heading towards the Northern Divide.
Ron Corbett weaves the various strands together with ingenuity,
making Cape Diamond a brooding, suspense-ﬁlled story of hubris,
betrayal, and evil deeds; his writing is sparse and taut, compelling
the reader to follow the action and gang conﬂict to a surprise ending.
RON CORBETT is an author, journalist, and broadcaster living in Ottawa.
He is the author of seven nonﬁction books; his ﬁrst novel, Ragged Lake, the
ﬁrst book in the Frank Yakabuski Mystery series, received rave reviews and an

•

Ron Corbett has won numerous awards for his
newspaper and magazine articles, including
two national newspaper awards.

Edgar Allan Poe nomination by the Mystery Writers of America for Best Original
Paperback. He is married to award-winning photojournalist Julie Oliver.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
Ragged Lake
A Frank Yakabuski Mystery
Ron Corbett
978-1-77041-394-8, paper
$17.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.

One or the Other
An Eddie Dougherty Mystery
John McFetridge
978-1-77041-327-6, paper
$14.95 CDN/U.S.
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POUGHKEEPSIE SHUFFLE
A CRIME NOVEL
DIETRICH KALTEIS

7RZLQRYHUWKHJLUORIKLVGUHDPV-Hσ1LFKROV
succumbs to the lure of easy (dirty) money in this
crime caper set in the ’80s
Jeff Nichols — a man strong of conviction but weak of character —
is fresh out of the Don Jail, looking for work, any kind of work, and
a way back into Ann Ryan’s good graces. She waited for his return
from prison but is quickly running short on patience. An ex-inmate
and friend gets Jeff a job at Ted Bracey’s used-car lot, selling cars
for commission only. But it’s not enough to keep him and Ann
aﬂoat in mid-’80s Toronto, and the lure of easy money soon gets
Jeff involved in smuggling guns from upstate New York. With that
sweet Poughkeepsie cash, he can keep his promises to Ann; he even
buys them a house, but conceals the source of the money. A guy who
doesn’t let lessons from past mistakes get in the way of a good score,
Jeff gets in deeper and deeper, as everyone around him learns how
many rules he’s willing to bend and just how far he’ll go to get on
the fast track to riches.
DIETRICH KALTEIS is the award-winning author of Ride the Lightning
(bronze medal winner, 2015 Independent Publisher Book Awards, for best
regional ﬁction), The Deadbeat Club, Triggerﬁsh, House of Blazes (silver medal
winner, 2017 Independent Publisher Book Awards, for best historical ﬁction), and
Zero Avenue. His novel The Deadbeat Club has been translated to German, and
50 of his short stories have also been published internationally. He lives with his
family in West Vancouver, BC.

ISBN 978-1-77041-401-3
5 X 7.75", 280pp, paper
$17.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

• The settings of 3RXJKNHHSVLH6KXIƃH are
Toronto and New York State in the 1980s,
a decade that continues to hold appeal/
fascination.
• The plot surrounds gun smuggling and the use
of guns, a continuously controversial and hotbutton topic.
•

ALSO BY DIETRICH KALTEIS
Zero Avenue
A Crime Novel
978-1-77041-365-8, paper
$17.95 CDN/ $14.95 U.S.

House of Blazes
A Novel
978-1-77041-286-6, paper
$18.95 CDN/ $16.95 U.S.

For readers of Elmore Leonard and George
Pelecanos.
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THE AMBASSADOR OF WHAT
STORIES
ADRIAN MICHAEL KELLY
A collection of linked short stories about fathers,
sons, and the complicated reality that is family
Slogging through the miles of a city marathon, an 11-year-old boy
encounters small miracles; about to marry one of her patients in a
home for the elderly, a nurse asks her estranged son to come to the
wedding and give her away; home from university, a young man has
Christmas dinner with his hard-up dad in a bistro behind a rural
gas bar. Men and boys and maleness, money and its lack, the long
haunt of childhood, marriage and divorce — these lie at the heart
of The Ambassador of What. Driven by an ear for how we talk, how
we feel, how we fail, and how we love, these are tough and tender
stories that take hold, and linger.
ADRIAN MICHAEL KELLY is the author of the novel Down Sterling Road.
ISBN 978-1-77041-417-4
5.5 X 8.5", 180pp, paper
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

•

For readers of Michael Winter, Michael Redhill,
and Kevin Hardcastle.

• <RXFDQðQG$GULDQRQ7ZLWWHU#DGULDQPNHOO\
• “Kelly has fashioned a complex, unpredictable,
emotionally satisfying novel that certainly
deserves a look.” — Quill & Quire on Down
Sterling Road

His short ﬁction has appeared three times in Best Canadian Stories and in the
Journey Prize Anthology. He grew up with his father in Campbellford, ON, and
currently lives in Kingston.
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CONNECT THE SCOTTS
THE DEAD KID DETECTIVE AGENCY #4
EVAN MUNDAY
October Schwartz returns with a runaway adventure
that includes the Underground Railroad and a secret
society
Is the fourth time a charm for October and her ghost detective
friends? While investigating the cause of the long-dead Tabetha
Scott’s death way back in the 1860s, October and the Dead Kids
discover that Sticksville, Ontario, served as an endpoint for the
Underground Railroad, the secret network by which enslaved
people escaped to free states and Canada. But October Schwartz
ﬁnds herself with more detective work than she can handle after
some new musically inclined chums are incriminated in a robbery
at a school concert.
Fraudulent occult psychics, funeral home ambushes, band wars,
the spooky Sticksville fairgrounds, and a history of prejudice all
converge in a climactic conclusion that hints a secret society might
be behind all manner of catastrophes in October Schwartz’s not-soboring little town.

ISBN 978-1-77041-333-7
5 X 8.75", 320pp, paper
24 b&w illustrations throughout
$11.95 CDN / $9.50 U.S.
OCTOBER 2018

EVAN MUNDAY is the author and illustrator of the Silver Birch shortlisted
Dead Kid Detective Agency Series, which includes The Dead Kid Detective Agency,

•

Subject matter deals with the history of slavery
and the Underground Railroad, while looking at
racism both in the past and the present.

•

(YDQ0XQGD\LVDFWLYHDQGLQñXHQWLDORQ7ZLWWHU
@idontlikemunday.

Dial M for Morna, and Loyalist to a Fault. Evan works as publicity manager for
children’s books at Penguin Random House Canada. He lives in Toronto, Ontario.

• “Combining history, mystery, and ample pop
cultural references . . . Loyalist to a Fault
is another funny and sneakily educational
addition to Munday’s much lauded series.”
— Quill & Quire

ALSO IN THE DEAD KID DETECTIVE AGENCY SERIES
Dead Kid Detective
Agency
Evan Munday
978-1-55022-971-4, paper
$11.95 CDN/ $9.95 U.S.

Dial M for Morna
The Dead Kid Detective
Agency #2
Evan Munday
978-1-77041-073-2, paper
$11.95 CDN/U.S.

Loyalist to a Fault
The Dead Kid Detective
Agency #3
Evan Munday
978-1-77041-074-9, paper
$11.95 CDN/U.S.
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SCION OF THE FOX
THE REALMS OF ANCIENT, BOOK 1
S .M. BEIKO
Now in paperback!
7KHðUVWLQDQHZ<$IDQWDV\WULORJ\FRPELQHVXUEDQ
fantasy with magical realism mythology, featuring
ancient animal totems

ISBN 978-1-77041-431-0
5.5 X 7.75", 456pp, paper
$14.95 CDN / $12.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

•

Received positive reviews in Publishers Weekly,
Kirkus Reviews, and Quill & Quire.

Roan Harken considers herself a typical high school student —
dead parents, an infected eyeball, and living in the house of her
estranged, currently comatose grandmother (well, maybe not so
typical) — but she’s uncovering the depth of the secrets her family
left behind. Saved from the grasp of Death itself by a powerful fox
spirit named Sil, Roan must harness mysterious ancient power . . .
and quickly. A snake-monster called Zabor lies in wait in the bed of
the frozen Assiniboine River, hungry for the sacriﬁce of spirit-blood
in exchange for keeping the ﬂood waters at bay. Thrust onto an
ancient battleﬁeld, Roan soon realizes that to maintain the balance
of the world, she will have to sacriﬁce more than her life in order to
take her place as Scion of the Fox.
American Gods meets Princess Mononoke in this powerful ﬁrst
installment of a trilogy sure to capture readers’ imaginations
everywhere.

• “A smart, complex, animal-based fantasy.”
— Kirkus Reviews
• “. . . for those who appreciate the development
of complex and detailed worlds, Beiko’s
creation is a gift.” — Quill & Quire

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
The Call of the Rift: Flight
Jae Waller
978-1-77041-354-2, cloth
$19.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.
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CHILDREN OF THE
BLOODLANDS
THE REALMS OF ANCIENT, BOOK 2
S .M. BEIKO
The dazzling second book in S.M. Beiko’s Realms of
Ancient series
Three months after the battle of Zabor, the ﬁve friends that came
together to defeat her have been separated. Burdened with the
Calamity Stone she acquired in Scion of the Fox, Roan has gone to
Scotland to retrace her grandmother’s steps in an attempt to stop
further evil from entering the world.
Meanwhile, a wicked monster called Seela has risen from the
ashy Bloodlands and is wreaking havoc on the world while children
in Edinburgh are afﬂicted by a strange plague; Eli travels to Seoul
to face judgment and is nearly murdered; Natti endures a taxing
journey with two polar bears; Phae tries desperately to obtain the
key to the Underworld; and Barton joins a Family-wide coalition as
the last defense against an enemy that will stop at nothing to undo
Ancient’s inﬂuence on Earth — before there is no longer an Earth
to ﬁght for.
Darkness, death, and the ancient powers that shape the world
will collide as our heroes discover that some children collapse under
their dark inheritance, and those who don’t are haunted by blood.
S.M. BEIKO is an eclectic writer and artist based in Winnipeg, Manitoba. She

ISBN 978-1-77041-358-0
5 X 7.75", 440pp, cloth
$22.95 CDN / $18.95 U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

•

Key themes include death, loss, mixed/nontraditional families, identity, environmental
destruction, and Indigenous issues.

•

60%HLNRâVðUVW<$IDQWDV\QRYHOThe Lake
and the Library, was nominated for the Aurora
and Eileen McTavish Sykes Awards.

•

Children of the Bloodlands contains a
prominent lesbian couple, a key character
that is multi-spirited, and one asexual main
character.

also works as a freelance editor, illustrator, graphic designer, and consultant in
the trade book and comic publishing industries in Canada and the U.S. Her ﬁrst
novel, The Lake and the Library, was nominated for the Manitoba Book Award for
Best First Book as well as the 2014 Aurora Award. Her fantasy trilogy, The Realms
of Ancient, began with Scion of the Fox, followed by Children of the Bloodlands,
and will be concluded with The Brilliant Dark (2019).

ALSO BY S.M. BEIKO
The Lake and
the Library
978-1-77041-057-2, paper
$14.95 CDN/U.S.
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EVERYONE RIDES THE BUS
IN A CITY OF LOSERS
POEMS
JASON FREURE
An ode to Montrealers and the city’s sights, sounds,
and traditions — for better, and for worse

ISBN 978-1-77041-453-2
5.5 X 8.5", 120pp, paper
$18.95 CDN/U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

• This is Freure’s debut collection of poetry.
•

Uses the idea of “psychogeography” —
wandering the city idly while thinking.

• <RXFDQðQG-DVRQRQ7ZLWWHU#-DVRQ)UHXUH

In the words of Margaret Thatcher, “A man who, beyond the age of
26, ﬁnds himself on a bus can count himself as a failure.” Everyone
Rides the Bus in a City of Losers is about wandering Montreal’s streets,
with an eye on the storefronts and alley cats, and one foot already in
the nearest dive bar. From a series of poems about every station on
the Metro to music venues long shut down, it’s sometimes fantastical,
nostalgic, funny, and even joyful — a sucker for landmarks, always
looking out for glimpses of the Farine Five Roses sign, the Jacques
Cartier Bridge, the cross on Mont-Royal, and anything still neon.
Montreal’s rich literary tradition is celebrated: A.M. Klein,
Leonard Cohen, Heather O’Neill, Gail Scott, Richard Suicide,
and Gaston Miron all make their way into the poems. The book
also ventures from the hip hot spots of The Plateau and Mile End
to Verdun, Côte-des-Neiges, NDG, St-Henri, Petite-Patrie, and
Ahuntsic. A restless spirit propels the text further and further into
new neighborhoods, but always returns downtown.
This is a book about those who’ve seen the city turn its back on
them and leave them out in the cold. Who get lost in boroughs
east and west. Who get lonely, garble their French, and never
manage to ﬁnd a seat at their favorite coffee shop. In Jason Freure’s
psychogeography, everyone’s a ﬂâneur. And everyone rides the bus.
JASON FREURE’s poems have appeared in publications like Vallum,
Epiphany, and Show Thieves: An Anthology of Contemporary Montreal Poetry.
He also writes essays about Montreal, which have been published in Canadian
Notes and Queries and Carte Blanche. He is an editor at The Puritan. After years in
Montreal, he now lives in Toronto.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE
The Cloud Versus
.YHUK<UPÄJH[PVU
Theory
Poems
Chris Banks
978-1-77041-368-9, paper
$18.95 CDN/U.S.
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SELF-DEFENCE FOR THE
BRAVE AND HAPPY
POEMS
PAUL VERMEERSCH
What does the future hold? Through his poetry, Paul
Vermeersch shows us what we’re in for — and how
to survive it
It is the Third Millennium. The 20th century is a memory. Humans
no longer walk on the moon. Passenger planes no longer ﬂy at
supersonic speeds. Disinformation overwhelms the legitimate news.
The signs of our civilization’s demise are all around us, but hope is
not lost. In these poems, you will ﬁnd a map through our dystopia
and protection from all manner of monsters, both natural and
human made. Only the products of our imaginations — buildings
and movies, daydreams and wondrous machines — can show us
how to transform our lives. Self-Defence for the Brave and Happy is
a survival guide for the Dark Age that lies ahead.

ISBN 978-1-77041-223-1
5.5 X 8.5", 120pp, paper
$18.95 CDN/U.S.
SEPTEMBER 2018

PAUL VERMEERSCH is a poet, professor, artist, and editor. The author of
ﬁve previous collections of poetry, including The Reinvention of the Human Hand,
a ﬁnalist for the Trillium Book Award, and Don’t Let It End Like This Tell Them

•

A theme through the work is disinformation
overwhelming legitimate news, or “Fake News,”
always a highly debated topic of discussion.

•

Paul Vermeersch is active and popular on
Twitter @PaulVermeersch.

I Said Something, he teaches in the Creative Writing & Publishing program at
Sheridan College and is senior editor at Wolsak and Wynn Publishers where he
runs the Buckrider Books imprint. He lives in Toronto.

ALSO BY PAUL VERMEERSCH
Don’t Let It End
Like This Tell Them
I Said Something
978-1-77041-222-4, paper
$18.95 CDN/U.S.
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RECENT AWARD WINNERS

Ì RECENT AWARDS AND ACCOLADES Ì

WINNER:
2017 Toronto Book
Award
In the Black

Malagash

My Life

JOEY COMEAU

B. DENHAM JOLLY
978-1-77041-378-8, paper
$29.95 CDN/ U.S.

RECENT NOMINEES

WINNER:
Alex Award

978-1-77041-407-5, paper
$15.95 CDN / $12.95 U.S.

(Best Paperback Original)

NOMINEE:
2018 Dublin Literary
Award

Ragged Lake

The Conjoined

A Frank Yakabuski Mystery

JEN SOOKFONG LEE

NOMINEE:
Edgar Award

RON CORBETT
978-1-77041-394-8, paper

978-1-77041-284-2, paper
$18.95 CDN / $16.95 U.S.

LOAN STARS
SELECTIONS

$17.95 CDN / $14.95 U.S.

The Red Word

Rose & Poe

Never-Ending Present

SARAH HENSTRA

JACK TODD

The Story of Gord Downie and the Tragically Hip

978-1-77041-424-2, paper
$19.95 CDN

978-1-77041-399-3, paper
$18.95 CDN / $15.95 U.S.

MICHAEL BARCLAY
978-1-77041-436-5, paper
$34.95 CDN / $27.95 U.S.
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Ì POP CLASSICS Ì

It Doesn’t Suck

Raise Some Shell

Wrapped in Plastic

Elvis Is King

Showgirls

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Twin Peaks

Costello’s My Aim Is True

ADAM NAYMAN

RICHARD ROSENBAUM

ANDY BURNS

RICHARD CROUSE

978-1-77041-440-2
4.75 x 7", 168pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-179-1
4.75 x 7", 152pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-210-1
4.75 x 7", 120pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-188-3
4.75 x 7", 136pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

National Treasure

In My Humble Opinion

Gentlemen of the Shade

Ain’t No Place for a Hero

Nicolas Cage

My So-Called Life

My Own Private Idaho

Borderlands

LINDSAY GIBB

SORAYA ROBERTS

JEN SOOKFONG LEE

KAITLIN TREMBLAY

978-1-77041-236-1
4.75 x 7", 104pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-308-5
4.75 x 7", 136pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-313-9
4.75 x 7", 104pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-364-1
4.75 x 7", 136pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

“ECW Press’s excellent, highly
collectible Pop Classics series”
— Rue Morgue

Most Dramatic Ever

Let’s Go Exploring

The Bachelor

Calvin and Hobbes

SUZANNAH SHOWLER

MICHAEL HINGSTON

978-1-77041-392-4
4.75 x 7", 224pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

978-1-77041-413-6
4.75 x 7", 144pp, paper
$12.95 CDN/ U.S.

Pop Classics
INCISIVE CRITICAL COMMENTARY IN SHORT,
PUNCHY VOLUMES OF POCKET POP
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ECW Press acknowledges the funding support of the Government of Canada, the Government of Ontario through
the Ontario Arts Council and the Ontario Media Development Corporation, and the Canada Council for the Arts
which last year invested $153 million to bring the arts to Canadians throughout the country. Nous remercions le
soutien du gouvernement du Canada, le gouvernement de l’Ontario par le Conseil des Arts de l’Ontario et par la Société
de développement de l’ industrie des médias de l’Ontario, et le Conseil des arts du Canada. L’an dernier, le Conseil a
investi 153 millions de dollars pour mettre de l’art dans la vie des Canadiennes et des Canadiens de tout le pays.
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